Captain Mead Leads Wrestlers Over Stroudsburg
On To Victory In Match At East Stroudsburg

O'Connell's Grapplers Have No Difficulty in Handling
First Team of Stroudsburg Run Off in Gymnasium

Vennie Throws Ronneck and Breaks Three of His Ribs

By Merrell Faison

The Ithaca College wrestling team came through with a very decisive 22-8 victory over East Stroudsburg College Saturday evening in the local gymnasium.

While in the last two bouts, the Ithacans staged one of the best meets they have ever seen.

Monroe, Liverich and Goodwin won on time advantages after Mark had won the 118 lb. match by a default. In the next bout, Vennie, Ithaca College grappler, threw Ronneck with the latter breaking three of his ribs as he struck the mat.

Cassin Mead gained a one minute and 56 second decision over Coll. Pyrman, the teacher's captain.

The next two bouts, the 175 pound and 199 pound classes, went to the East Stroudsburg grapplers.

118 lb class- Won by H. Mark, Ithaca
125 lb class-Monroe, Ithaca, defeated Ronneck, Ithaca
135 lb class-Liverich, Ithaca, defeated Stemcken, E. Stroudsburg
143 lb class-Goodwin, Ithaca, defeated Ronneck, E. Stroudsburg
155 lb class-Vennie, Ithaca, defeated Ronneck, E. Stroudsburg
163 lb class-Mead, Ithaca, defeated Pimanoff, Ithaca
175 lb class-Ring, East Stroudsburg, threw Green.

Unlimited class-Whitly, E. Stroudsburg, defeated Mead on decision.

Ithaca Women's Glee Club Sings Over Air Waves

Variied Program Broadcast By College Choir Under Leadership of Professor J. Launten

By Rochelle Lau

Ithaca College presented the Women's Glee Club under the direction of Joseph Launten in an hour broadcast from the Little Theatre, Friday afternoon, February 12, 1923.

The program as follows was announced by Albert Edmund Bower.

Believe Me, If All You Endearing Young and Old Might Come
Follow Me Down Irish Folk Song
The Gateway Glee Irish Folk Song
II The Flowers of the Field
Somuch Hope Song
III Be Ye Gentiles
Song of the Gobblers
IV Course, Measure and Weigh
By Irish Folk Song
What Irish My Delay Do I Meet
Mr. Mercury
With Drooping Wings
 tensorflow
I Strike It Up, Tuskegee
By Irish Folk Song
V Consecration
Widow's's (1915-

(Continued on page 3)

Blue and Gold Varsity Band Conquer Rochester Mechanics On Ithaca Court by a 47 - 29 Score

DIRECTS SYMPHONY

Ithaca Boys Kept Countdown Throughout Game; Plummer Scores 16 Points For Ithacans O'Brien Again Stars As Chief Defense Man

By Merrell Faison

Playing a mediocre brand of ball, the Ithaca College varsity basketball team in a 47-29 decision over Rochester Mechanics Institute, here, Saturday afternoon.

Although the Blue and Gold men were not displayed in their best form, they got off to an easy lead and were never headed after that.

While his mates were having a hard time finding the hoop, Pimanoff turned in a fine performance for the Ithacans gaining his team 16 points. O'Brien was the Blue and Gold defense star.

- Havler was the first to score on a short shot set, in the first minute of the game. From this point the Ithacans were on their way. Havler weighted his head, and each subsequent goal was put through the same routine.

The Ithacans put on a solid defense and continued acting along at a winning pace where the victory left off. Playing a fine passing and cutting game, the second class did as much damage in the Rochester men to the regiment. After playing several minutes Pennsylvania R. T. To Electorly First In Tames

All passenger trains in the Philadelphia service of the Pennsylvania Railroad will be electrified beginning Saturday, February 23. On January 13 several trains in the service started the run under electrical power after inaugura- tion of a part of the company's $900,000,000 electrification plan.

The railroad allotted $40,000,000 in new resources and borrowed $25,000,000 from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to advance in program in addition to $12,000,000 a month for "the operation, maintenance and protection of the railroad.

Action Of Operetta, "H. M. S. Pinafore," Takes Place on Quarterdeck of Man O'War

By Lawrence Johnson

"H. M. S. Pinafore," or "The Lass That Loved a Sailor," is one of the brightest, gayest and purest of the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. The story

Gilbert took from his own Bob Bad-

head. He laid the scene on the quarter-

deck of a man-o'-war, manned it with a gallant Captain and his loyal crew.

The story, being about the necessities, also he placed on board the Captain's daughter, Josephine; a" plump and pleasing person" called Little Buttercup, who held a secret affection for the Captain's second in command; and the very polite and importent First Lord of the Admiralty, who, though he never went on sea, became the object of all the women's affections.

The music, as well we know, was

polished by Sir Arthur Sullivan while he was weighing his interest. However, one listening to the merry music, would never be aware of the fact since it is the most spontaneous expression of all his operas, for he was in his dramatization of life.

The story is not a very deep one complicated as, in scenes go. It concerns the love of a poor sailor for his fair mate whose pearl ring is much higher than his. We find, too, that Josephine, who has traveled all over the world with a bevy of female relations, is still in love with her man in service. The music and words, for all the world, are about the love of Josephine and the sailor, Ralph. This includes all the lads and their actions and his and Josephine's and the Captain's worries over his lack of love.

(Continued on page 14)

Lyon's Radio Choir Broadcasts Program on Monday Afternoon; Many Artists Assist

New Organization Does Well In Monday's Broadcast From College Over WESG

By Philip Lytle

The Ithaca College Radio Choir presented its first program over WESG Monday at three o'clock. This organization is under the direction of Beverly Lyon. It was originally conceived of as an exceptionally well-balanced program of some of the best music of the day. The conductor is Maxi- lian Dowler and Clifford Ommy, Ithaca, and joined with Mrs. Morley with whom they have been associated.

The last group consisted of several songs by Knox Dunlop, also several solos by Knox Dunlop, Lillian Ewing and Mr. Lyon. The offering consisted of an exceptionally well-balanced program of some of the best music of the day. The conductor is Maxi- lian Dowler and Clifford Ommy, Ithaca, and joined with Mrs. Morley with whom they have been associated.

Second Attempted Assassination of Roosevelt Halted

(WASHINGTON, FEBRUARY 21)

Postal officials announced the finding of a bomb in the Washing-

ton postoffice Tuesday night, which was addressed to Presi-

dent-elect Roosevelt. The bomb was found at 6, Phi Delta Pi

It was the second attempt within a week to take Roosevelt's

life.

The crust was a bird, consisting of a 25 by 30-inch nothing wrapped tightly about a shotbag of black paper. As the package dropped from the mailer it was an assistant to the Washington postoffice, its wrapping being

innocuous. It was turned over to the Secret Service for special handling because of its condition and because it was directed to the next president.

Authorities said the in-

volved party was centered on Watertown, where federal police were summoned.

Because of the bomb's crudity, authorities said that it was

intended either as a joke or as a scare. The package was

looked over and the powder and shreds had no self-

ignition mechanism.
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NOTES AND NOTIONS

By Bob de la Gay, '30

Ithaca, New York

SUNDAY SYSTEMS

News Note: Robert de la Gay, '30, would-be acer, one-time student of drama at Ithaca College, is coming back to his native city of Portland, Lane. He recently suffered a dislocation of the arm in New York, Fear for his recovery is keenly felt by all his friends. Mr. de la Gay hurst into the house cursing, "Don't tell my old man, Mother; don't they have "I'm yours" worlds?" That evening, Mr. de la Gay and his cousin, John, went to the opera house and steered away the never-never land to stray again in the wondrous city and went his way. He's on the road to the tablecloth.

Penny's song
Sing high, sing low,
Sing see-do-do,
Sing like a lark in a lark;

Chorus
Sing see-do-do,
Sing see-do-do

Your columnist (hamish) is listed among the winners in the Photo-

Hurray! I have a contribution.

Imagining the surprise, Here to

"B. O. E." reads my degree,

To which I append the following:

Some were burnt
called knights.

(Unless your room-mate and you
was a time when the road
had too-for they got their
lay. The thought has never-never land to stray again in the wondrous city.

I am writing this before the problem is re-

评比 of Lost Souls I visited one of the

The man who makes realities of his dreams arranges a

Dance to

Youth is forcing and there is truly much for youth to learn, and

My mother dear; they're all I have

Toward to which I append the following:

I was watching when she met

Brown of New York

One thing about getting a job

REPRESENTATIVE STAFF
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Auguste Piccard’s Sketches of Aviation Devices

Such mechanical possibilities as travel at 450 miles an hour through the stratosphere, for instance, would be feasible. Mr. Platt’s small model of one of the most complete and pleasing were shown to a number of aviation officials in Washington. The model of the stratosphere plane was a blowout to the Institute of Technology, in the fall of 1929 and 1900. The design of the N. Y. U. tests seemed to indicate definitely that the design possesses all the requirements of a practical and satisfactory vertical lift machine including lift for both plane speed, forward flight, simplicity in operation and a landing gear that will not cause shipping by the suspension and other reasons.

Mr. Platt said that since testing of such a plane is a subject of great experimental importance, the National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics has it worth while to continue investigation to eliminate errors or to indicate interpretations was in the third movement of the Adagio Molto is one of the most beautiful movements that Beethoven ever wrote. For a man that had written over 1500 works, the Adagio Molto is one of the finest movements of any of his symphonies. The presentation of the Fourth Slumber Song – 

Phoenix and Rothschild’s Introduces
Desert Shade for Spring

79c

CHEIFFON or SERVICE WEIGHT with the new lifted and extra thread seams which give better wear.

Buses for Charter

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

ITHACA LAUNDRIES, INC.
102 ADAMS AVENUE

ITHACA, N. Y.

A Real Laundry Service

City Office 122 East Sennett Street

ROTHSCHILD’S DEPARTMENT STORE

DINE AND DANCE

“SKYLINE”

“The Smartest Spot in Town”

Dancing Every Wed., Fri., Sat., and Sun. Evenings
WILLARD BUCK & HIS ORCHESTRA

(Moderate Every Saturday)

( Apparently)

Real Laundry Service

ITHACA LAUNDRIES, INC.
102 ADAMS AVENUE

ITHACA, N. Y.

THE MYSTERY OF THE WAX MUSEUM

TUES. - FRI. - SAT.

CARL G. ROTHSCCHILD

GROVES AND MUSICALS

MUSEUM

THE WAX

Rothschild’s

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

DEAN OF ITHACA, INC.
401-409 East State Street

Dial 2531

ITHACA, N. Y.

STORAGE
TO ONE WHO SMILED ONLY IN DEATH

And now that you are dead, I know that
Has said some lovely things to you!
I am gazing furiously up at the sky
Where you will be, and know that you will
In a print, a print that we have never known.

"He's with the stars," she said.
She is smiling there with roses at your head;
For the week-end.

We'll know that you will be, and know that you will
For the week-end.

Mr. Bacheller turns in April.
As in "Eben Holden," his most

Ifill News Review

The Birth of the New Waterman Pen

Your age, the way, is so... good for a
50% Allowance now on a brand

A new novel, "Uncle Pet," by

Mr. Blackwell enters the

Mr. Rickets. How to behave in society. Selected

"The annual spring concert of the

As in "Eben Holden," his most

Mr. D. T. Vitis. Theory and practice, inspection, pal­

Mr. M'iller's term expires on

Mr. Feelum Gernts. Text book-Feb's. issue of

Mature Lea

The Corner Book Store

A Portfolio containing writing paper

Next to College Gym

DICK'S DINER
LUNCHEONS & DINNERS

Chapter 7:22A. The waterman's 26

Not given 1929-30-31-32-33-34-35.

In referring to the success of the

If you love a good mystery, you'll want to see this group for the year. More than
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FRATERNITY REPORTS

Delta Phi Kappa

And now, do you believe as once

God speak to you, or did He merely

Of love, have shown head;

Pasek honored us with their presence, which announced the marriage of our

Our president, Mary Belle Holder to

To watch the Watermen on their way

...is good for a

...is good for a

...is good for a

...is good for a